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No single key



Overview

• Discuss different reasons children remain 
unimmunized

• Identify cultural logics that lead to vaccine 
hesitancy

• Consider ways forward in conversation with 
parents



Herd Immunity

Estimated Herd Immunity thresholds for vaccine preventable diseases

Disease Transmission R0

Herd immunity 

threshold

Diphtheria Saliva 6-7 85%

Measles Airborne 12-18 83 - 94%

Mumps Airborne droplet 4-7 75 - 86%

Pertussis Airborne droplet 12-17 92 - 94%

Polio Fecal-oral route 5-7 80 - 86%

Rubella Airborne droplet 5-7 80 - 85%

Smallpox Social contact 6-7 83 - 85%
Source: (CDC 2003)
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Conceptualizing the unvaccinated

refusal

hesitancy

indifference



Parental intentions vary: under 5 
covid vaccines 



http://www.lancashiretelegraph.co.uk/news





Individualist 
Parenting





Individual 
responsibility for 

health





Parents as Experts



Benefits vs Risks



Evaluating Benefit



Evaluating Benefit

• Likelihood of infection

• Severity of disease

(chickenpox) (small pox)



Estimating Risk



1994 schedule



Estimating Risk 

• Fear of “too much too soon”

• Considering family history

• Assessing unique child



Filtered through ideologies and 
experiences

• Trust in institutions

• Confidence in neutrality of scientific process 
(as they understand it)

• Local norms  *vaccine hesitancy clusters*

• Convenience of access





Figure out where parents are

Focus on spaces for engagement



Places to start
• Don’t assume parents are ignorant or victims 

of misinformation just because they refuse 
vaccines

• Assume that parents want their kids to be 
healthy and happy

• Hear specific vaccine concerns, which might 
draw on experiences, religious or political 
views, concerns about individual child



Conversations that don’t help

• Statistics-heavy approaches

• Fear-based information

• Correcting incorrect information (may actually 
make them more entrenched)



Conversations that might help

• Lead with empathy (in healthcare in general)

• Be open to ongoing discussion. Not “one and 
done”

• Identify structural barriers to access– especially 
important for the indifferent

• Connect with trusted messengers for 
information

• Identify family goals and how vaccines align

• Discuss individual and community goals



Vaccines vary 
(and parents often think so too)

• Duration of protection (rubella v influenza)

• Severity of illness (small pox v varicella)

• Ability to limit transmission (measles v covid)

• Possible short term reactions of vaccine

• Long-term risk of viral infection (HPV, varicella, 
measles, polio)



Trusted sources matter



Schools matter



Class privilege matters



Room for discussion

Room for improving access

- More after-hours

- More opportunities to connect

- More partnerships- schools, providers, agencies



Community and/or Personal Benefit?

Parents always weigh perceptions of risk of 
disease against benefits of vaccine. 

• How safe is vaccine?

• How serious is infection?

• How well do I think my child will handle it?

• How does this align with other family goals?



Thank you.

jennifer.reich@ucdenver.edu


